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Meeting Summary  
       

The Make It Happen Committee met for the first time on September 14, 2020 and was 

assembled by Dr. McKenna.  
 

It was discussed that due to the fact that the remote learning requirement by New York 
State could potentially remain in place in the future, Dr. McKenna tasked this committee 

to investigate potential long term models of remote instruction.  
 

The committee had much discussion and stated that we need to define non-negotiables, 
equity, and learning. 

 
It was asked what the State’s opinion on virtual learning will be at the conclusion of the 

pandemic?  This answer is going to drive what we must, can, and can’t do moving 

forward.  

 

The committee discussed the following: 
● Thinking outside of the box – can we allow students to enter the building to do their hands-on courses – 

physical education, tech, etc.  

● How can we execute a curriculum that is more collaborative and cross curricular.   

● The short term committee is handling the immediate problem – this committee is to develop the long 

term solution. 

● Could we utilize a larger percentage of the day?  Can we offer night classes?  Can we align the schedule 

later to accommodate adolescent sleep schedules? 

● How would Harkness factor in to a high school schedule? 

● There are a variety of types of students who take advantage of Harkness – we would need to look at 

this. 

● We should look at 5-6 separately from 7-8, as 5-6 are still considered elementary? 

● The longer that the students are in this model, the more difficult it will be to make changes moving 

forward – teacher changes, etc.  

● How can we maintain connection in this virtual school to the physical school community? 

● The virtual school needs to be looked like at as its own entity.  That should help the students from a 

socio-emotional learning standpoint. What models are out there? 

● Should the remote model be completely independent of the buildings?  A 14th school? 

● Should the remote model overlap with the building schedule?  Utilize teachers from the buildings? 

● Should the current remote model be continued to support remote learning? 

 

 

 



Next Meeting:  September 22, 2020 


